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FACTS & FIGURES:
Founders: Stefan Rier & Lukas Rungger
Partners: Andreas Profanter & Christian Rottensteiner
Project Architects: Andrea Dal Negro, Marina Gousia, Anna Grandi, Lea Mittelberger, 
Elisabeth Mitterer, Michele Pascucci, Franco Zagato
Interior Designer: Barbara Runggatscher, Joanna Lehnis
Junior Architects: Sarah Auckenthaler
Office Manager: Maren Sagmeister
Homebase: Via Sernesi, 34, 39100 - Bozen/Bolzano (I) 

NOA* - NETWORK OF ARCHITECTURE

noa* is the essential expression of a collaborative work-ethos: the young team of 
architects & designers, led by founders Lukas Rungger and Stefan Rier and based in 
Bolzano (Italy), explores and examines interdisciplinary methods of design, continuously 
evolving depending on both nature and requirements of each project. 

By following the concept of „emergence“, where the whole is perceived as being far 
greater than the sum of its parts, a holistic approach and strategy is central to noa*s 
way of conceiving design.
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Typology: Hotel conversion and new construction
Place:    Seis am Schlern/Siusi allo Sciliar (I)
Status:   Built, August 2011
Size:     4.000 m3

Cost:     3,5 Mio. € 
Awards:   1st price European Hotel Design Award, London 2012, category: renovation                
          & restauration (architecture)

section

01 VALENTINERHOF

In between the soft silhouettes of the mountainous landscape, the earth becomes a main 
habitat that is softly indicated by discrete wooden elements that are complementing the 
solid building by attaching themselves onto the main facade. The natural stone cladding 
and wooden frames get reflected inside the full height glass elements and sink into 
pool, lake and seascape. Inspiration for the form-finding of the facade has been drawn 
from local building traditions of Kastelruth such as the “Heuharpfen”, the Futterhaus, 
the double-paired farm (Paarhof) and the ancient wooden fences. The irregular wooden 
frameworks abut with different lengths into the surrounding landscape and enclose it. 
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02 PANORAMA

The placing of local codes and traditions as well as the sorrounding village-like 
contexts are highly significant to the architectural concept of a “constructive search 
of clues and traces”.
 
An accurate exposion of ancient walls, reconstructions of mural paintings, the recycling 
of former wooden roof framework for the newly built sauna, testify and underline the 
ambition of designers and clients to preserve the character of the house and to make 
it percievable as a museum-like story telling for all guests of the house.

Typology: Hotel conversion and new construction
Place:    Kaltern/Caldaro (I)
Status:   Built, May 2013
Size:     5.850 m3

Cost:     ca. 4 Mio. € 
Awards:   Nominee European Hotel Design Award, London 2013
          Nominee Leaf Award, London 2013, category: hospitality building

section
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03 SWINGING FRAMES

The multifunctional pavilion offers space for an infopoint for local attractions 
and events; at the same time it is a bus stop station and playground for young and 
old. In addition its a shelter for passengers and a flexible event-space for local 
cultural happenings. 

Typology: Multifunctional bus station
Place:    Panider Sattel/Passo Pinei (I)
Status:   Built, 2012
Size:     40 m2

Cost:     ca. 40.000 € 

section
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04 AM STEINBRUCH

The aim was to implement the architecture into the surrounding in the most natural 
way; therefore it was important to underline and reinforce local building traditions. 
The natural stone wall forms the basis of the architecture and softly melts into the 
landscape. Two simple houses with pitched roofs and covered all over with shingles 
sit on the stone wall and are looking towards the most impressive mountains scenery. 
The orientation of the building volumes was chosen carefully in order to view the 
Schlern and the Rosengarten as the central elements. The front facades are fully 
glazed and allow the interior to totally open up to the landscape.

Typology: Private villa
Place:    Oberbozen-Ritten/Soprabolzano-Renon (I)
Status:   Built, April 2015
Size:     3.000 m3

Cost:     ca. 815.000 € 
Awards:   Nominee World Architecture Festival Award, Singapore 2015, category: house,   
          completed building
          Nominee The Plan Award, Venice 2016, category: villa

section
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Typology: Private villa
Place:    Bozen/Bolzano (IT)
Status:   Built, June 2015
Size:     2.100 m3

Cost:     ca. 700.000 € 
Awards:   Nominee AJ Retrofit Awards, London 2016, category: International Retrofit                
          Project
          Nominee The Plan Award, Venice 2016, category: house

05 GRÜNBERGER

  The aim was to respect the proportions of the historic building. Therefore the Villa with 
a pitched roof and classic window openings was amplified with a compact building volume 
with consistent window cluster and generous openings. The apartments are organised in 
the way that more intimate spaces are located in the historic part of the house while 
the living spaces are located in the modern part with a view to south and west.
The diverse formal language of the two building parts create a tension, which is 
underlined by the finish of the facade: the historic part obtained a white chalked up 
plaster, the extension competes with a dark-red plaster. The colouring of the plaster 
itself instead of a coat of paint at the top gives a stoic depth.

section
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06 ULRICHSHOF

noa* reinvents the Ulrichshof:The glazed facades of the lobby and the “Waldpassage” 
dissolve the built volumes and re-enact the Bavarian forest. The character of the 
surrounding forest becomes a design principle for the internal spaces. At the same time 
it defines the basis of a magical stage for fables and fairy-tales. Various “touching 
points” are implemented with maximum care and crafts. Traces of animals carved into 
wooden panels become physical and visual moments of storytelling. Full height glazing 
panels open up the main views towards the outside. 

Typology: Hotel conversion and new construction
Place:    Zettisch, Rimbach (D)
Status:   Built, 2014
Size:     35.000 m3

Cost:     ca. 12,0 Mio € 
Awards:   Nominee FX Int. Interior Design Award, London 2015, category: hotel
          Nominee European Hotel Design Award, London 2015, categories: renovation   
          & restauration (architecture) / lobby, lounge & public spaces (interior              
          design) / spa & wellness (interior design)
          Nominee World Architecture Festival Award, Singapore 2015, category: hotel     
          & leisure, built
          1st price hogast innovatio*, Salzburg 2015, category: building & investment
          Nominee World Interior News Award, London 2015, category: hotel
          European Property Award, London 2015-2016, category: hotel architecture,
          highly commended for hotel architecture - Germany
          Nominee WAN Award, London 2015, category: wood in architecture
          Honorable Mention German Design Award, Frankfurt 2016, category: interior       
          design

section
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07 APFELHOTEL

It is all about the apple in the ‘Apfelhotel’ in Saltaus/Saltusio in the Passiria 
Valley. The agricultural farm and the hotel extend on 3 buildings and form the farm 
ensemble – surrounded by numerous apple trees and nature. The starting point and key 
element of the design was the circle of the apple throughout the year: bloom, harvest, 
refinement and repose period.
The hotel is extended with 9 new rooms and a new wellness while the public spaces as 
the reception, restaurant and bar are redone within the existing building. Inside and 
outside are connected and the apple trees are growing into the interior of the hotel. 
The building gets part of the landscape and forms an extension to the garden. The outer 
structure of the wellness building is totally green and is seen as a hill, which evolves 
into a mystical and intimate space at the interior.

Typology: Hotel conversion and new construction
Place:    Saltaus/Saltusio, Passiria Valley (I)
Status:   Built, June 2015
Cost:     ca. 1,0 Mio € 
Awards:   Nominee AR Emerging Architecture Award, London 2016, category: 
          architecture
          Nominee European Hotel Design Award, London 2016, category: spa & wellness  
          Nominee INSIDE Awards, Berlin 2016, category: hotels
          2nd Award DAF Awards, New Delhi 2016, category: hospitality (built) 
          Honorable mention American Architecture Prize, New York City 2016,             
          category: small architecture     
          Nominee Blueprint Awards 2016, London, category: best small project  
          Finalist The Plan Award, Venice 2017, category: hospitality (completed)    
          Special Mention German Design Award 2017, category: excellent                
          communications design - interior architecture

section Apfelsauna
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08 SIMONAZZI

The existing volume has been amplified with another storey locating 5 new apartments. In 
general the green space of all the apartments have been upgraded, the balconies have 
been transformed into generous terraces with a panoramic view. The whole building have 
been supplied with a flat roof, which gives the terrace an attractive roof terrace – 
multiple shed roofs in the local style form the south façade; the building is integrated 
within the village.
The façade of the whole residence has been renewed: walls, ceilings, balconies and 
bottom views are cladded with retro timber and give the building a unique nature. 
Because of the extended balconies and the roof terrace guests have more spaces to relax 
and enjoy outdoor life within the site.

Typology: Apartment house conversion and new construction
Place:    Völs am Schlern/Fiè allo Sciliar (I)
Status:   Built, May 2015
Size:     3.700 m3 

Cost:     ca. 800.000 € 

elevation east
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09 HOFER 1845

 The aim in the design process was to open up the shop towards the streets, through the 
glazed and open able facade you can observe what is going on inside.   The central part 
of the shop is created by a shelf that evolves along the walls and also the ceiling 
like a sculpture. The clean and minimalist counter with all the sweet treats is standing 
underneath.
  In the backside of the shop you enter an area with some tables and chairs in the 
tradition of the ‘Wiener Kaffeehaus’. Carpet on all the walls, the floor and the ceiling 
keep the atmosphere cushioned and silent … big light bulbs are hanging on each table and 
can be reorganized easily when tables are shifted.  The whole concept works on bringing 
together history and the contemporary context creating a cosy space within the city.

Typology: Cafè conversion
Place:    Bozen/Bolzano (I)
Status:   Built, 2015
Size:     ca. 80 m2

Cost:     ca. 200.000 €
Awards:   Nominee The Plan Award, Venice 2016, category: interior 

conceptual section
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10 VÖGELE

The redesigned “Kamaun Stube” aims to become an inspiring tribute to Karl Kamaun. 
The 2 opposite walls show a large-scale self-portrait of the owner and a photograph of 
the artist at work. Circular bronzed glasses and mirrors work as filters to enhance the 
visual juxtaposition. The remaining walls, once disappeared under wallpapers, are now 
re-exposed and painted in soft tones.
The existing wooden floor dating back to the Biedermeier period was reprocessed. New 
wooden tables and bespoke chair covers create an elegant ambience. Two large spherical 
lamps plated with gold leaf, designed specifically for this project and made by hand from 
a local craftsman, hang from the ceiling and through their faceted reflections manage 
to create a truly diverse and continously changing spacial happening.

Typology: Restaurant conversion
Place:    Bozen/Bolzano (I)
Status:   Built, 2016
Size:     40 m2

Cost:     ca. 70.000 € 
Awards:   Finalist The Plan Award, Venice 2016, category: interior (completed)

floor plan
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11 HUBERTUS

By creating an unified, rhythmically alternating facade with native larch tree trunks noa* 
connects “old and new” in a consistent manner. The homogeneous appearance, following 
the natural topography of the area, creates the theatrical base for the design of the 
new, cantilevering pool, which thrones between the old and new accommodation wings, 
floating between heaven and earth…

The new pool, which imposingly rests in-between the two accommodation wings, seems 
like a floating rock, come to rest at the site, overlooking the valley. The hidden 
edges of the pool, kept in anthracite-coloured stone, abolish the gap between pool 
and landscape, creating the impression of the water flowing into nothing, disappearing 
between pool and landscape. 

Typology: Hotel conversion and new construction
Place:    Olang/Valdaora (I)
Status:   Built, May 2016
Size:     16.200 m3

Cost:     ca. 7 Mio. € 
Awards:   Platinum Winner A’Design Award & Competition, Italy 2016, category: 
          hospitality, recreation, travel & tourism design
          1st Award DAF Awards, New Delhi 2016, category: hospitality (built) 
          Winner Iconic Awards, Frankfurt am Main 2017, category: architecture 
          Nominee AHEAD Awards, London 2017, category: spa & wellness  
          Nominee LEAF Awards, London 2017, category: hospitality building of the             
          year - completed  

section sky pool
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12 TOFANA - EXPLORER’S HOME

The “mountain” becomes an abstract conceptual inspiration for the entire architecture. 
The outer silhouette is aesthetically pleasing with its unique scenic entourage and 
reflects the shape of a tree-lined mountain peak. The hotel acts de facto as a “base camp” 
for the guest. Interior and exterior, retreat and natural experience, are connected by 
terraces and balconies, which seem to encircle the landscape. 
The terraces are merged by vertical elements in the form of stairs and ramps and are 
drawn up like a path winding up and around the building to the roof with a “summit 
cross”. The building becomes an integral part of the surrounding natural backdrops, 
whereby the compact building with its irregular, asymmetrically designed shape and the 
many edges acts like an upwards tapering rock formation. The house brings nature into 
the house.

Typology: Hotel new construction
Place:    St. Kassian/San Cassiano, Badia Valley (I)
Status:   Built, December 2016
Size:     8.600 m3

Cost:     ca. 4,5 Mio. € 
Awards:   Bronze Winner IDA Design Awards, Los Angeles 2016, category: architecture
          Nominee AHEAD Awards, London 2017, category: urban hotel - newbuild  
          Nominee WAF Awards, Berlin 2017, category: hotel & leisure - completed             
          buildings

concept
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13 SEEHOF

The new spa area with pool and sauna area connect structurally with the surrounding 
landscape and impressively opens up with its irregular potholes and pergolas through 
large panorama windows towards the lake. Directed views from the interior into the 
surrounding grounds, as well as inside open areas, so-called patios, concisely convey 
the feeling of being in a large park.
The design of the outdoor areas also play an important role. A natural unity was created 
here, in which the space can be walked through on different paths. Contemplative 
dwellings are spread around the lakeshore.
The combination of the architecture with the surroundings is most impressive here: 
the oblique, green roofs of the spa can be used for sunbathing, while this green area 
seamlessly transitions into the surrounding forests and fruit orchards. Architecture 
becomes landscape and landscape architecture.

Typology: Hotel conversion and new construction
Place:    Natz-Schabs/Naz-Sciaves (I)
Status:   Built, April 2017
Size:     8.200 m3

Cost:     ca. 5 Mio. € 

elevation north
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